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FOREWORD

Last March, I asked Frofessor Mark Blaug of the University

of London to prepare a paper dealing with student assistance in major

European countries. We believed that such a paper would serve a useful

purpose by bringing to the attention of U. S. policy makers different

foreign approaches to student support.

The paper which follows documents the diversity of methods

to facilitating access to higher education in Europe. Even more importantly,

it cntiques these approaches . We feel that this essay should be required

reading for all those likely to participate in the analysis leading to the re

authorization of the Higher Education Act.

.1

Jos ph Froomkin



RECE!:T TF=S :TT.7.:!Di..'S

HIGHEir. :DUCATIC 7'=5C1

by

Mark and :nureen Woodhll
1

Unvorsity of London In,:tituto of Ldoeation

Throughout EuroLo, hirher ,dusation is heavily subsidised by the state. The

direct costs of tu:ion are sJLsidised by grants to collees and uniersitie, so

as to allow fees to be reduced to yanimal levels, and the indirc ot costs of t...ocion

41 (borne by students in the form of lo3c of earnings) are cubsidised by personal

grants or loans. The alternative policy of allocating all subsidies to

students, 'Ails encouraging institutions to charge fees vhich cover all cr LDC1 Cf.

10 the costs of tuition, has not been attempted in any European country, altho,:g: it

has sometimes been advocated (e.g. Crew and Young, 1:177). While the general

pattern of subsidies to higher education is the sane throughout 2ursce, however,

40 there are significant differences between countries.

In some countries, all collsges and universities are administered as ::ell as

financed by government; in others, there are private as well as public institu-

0 tions. Most European countries provide aid to students by means of a mixt2.n, of

grants and loans but tne mix varies considerably from country to country: at one

extreme the U.K. whcre students receive only grants, and at the other is France

where the provision of subsidised meals and subsidised accommodation, as well as41

tax relief and alloYances paid to students' families, ccnstitute a far greater

proportion of students' aid than grants or loans.

The purpose of this caper is, first of all, tc compare and contract patt,rns

of government subsidies t, nirhor education in five -1-_:.:roIcan countries: Franss,

Germany, the Netherlanis, Sweden and the UK, distanguishing tet.,e,:n aid to insIl-

tutions and aid to students. Our second purpose is to ESSC3S then 5U11S1:: in0

1. The research for this ropey sponsored by the Unito.c1 Stars Ed,cati,-
Policy Il_search C--;-tr for Education and Secioty undr KEd Contr
No. 300-7o-0026. Th: vie..., nro not n_ce:;sarily -f tr'

41 Center. Our t(' -.n.i.-c are du: :o J. Frookin for vale- r1- cc nn
earli.r draft.
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the light of the stated objectives ou' governments, having particular reference

to the objectives of efficiency and equity. For that reason we pay special

attention to recent changes in the pattern of subsidies to higher education 11.

the five countries under examination.

I. Subsidies to Institutions

All European governments accept responsibility for providing buildings, as

well as finance for higher education. But different historical circu:Istances

explain wny in some cases, such as Sweden, virtually all schools and universities

are owned and administered by the state, whereas in other countries, notably t'-e

Netherlands, public and private institutions exist side by side. Similarly, in

France and Sweden the central government has sole responsibility for higher educa-

tion, whereas in the UK this responsibility is shared between central and local

authorities, and in Germany it is shared between the federal and state governments.

The other difference between countries lies ia their treatment of different

types of institution. Higher education in thr UK is characterised by the "binary

system" under which degree-level courses are provided in both legally autonomous

universities and in so-called "public" institutions, such as polytechnics and

colleges of higher education, which are owned and administered by Local Education

Authorities. The two types of institution are financed in different ways, even

though both are largely dependent on public funds. However, the policy in most

other European countries is to finance all institutions of higher education in

similar or identical ways. Thus, the recent reform of higher education in Sweden,

which was implemented in July 1977, is intended to unite all forms of postsecondary

education into a unified framework, administered and financed by means of a single

budget covering universities, teacher training colleges, and higher vocational

schools.

There are certain differences between countries in policies regarding tuition

fees but, in general, fees play an insignificant part in the finance of higher

education throughout Europe. This is just as true in countries where there are



private institutions as in those where all universities or colleges are administered

by the state. In France and Germany, Jnly 4 per c,nt of students enrolled in

higher education in 1970 were in private institutions, but in the Netherlands the

proportion was as high as 47 per cent (National. Center for Education Statistics,

1976, p. 264). But this does not mean that government suosidies to institutions

are any less significant in the Netherlands than in France or Germany. In fact,

the Dutch University Education Act stipulates that private denominational and

publf non-denominational institutions should be financed and administered accor-

ding tp common rules. Thus, the distinction between public and private univer-

sities In Europe does not have the same meaning as in tne USA, where sources of

finance for institutions depend critically on whether they are publicly or

privately owned.

Some European countries have a long tradition of free education and the

promise of free education at all levels, including higher education, is an integral

feature of the national constitution. Even when fees are charged, as they are in

a few countries, they are almost always nominal. There are no fees for any form

of higher education in Germany and Sweden. In France, however, students m,st pay

minimal registration fee3, and in the Netherlands, where public and private 'aniver-

sities and colleges have always charged a low fee, there is the intention of

abolishing fees altogether JAI the near future.

The one exception to the European trend towards the abolition of tuition fees

is the UK where fees have recently been sharply increased, accompanied by the

introduction of higher fees for postgraduates than for undergraduates. Neverthe-

less, the large majority of British students have their fees paid in full by Local

Education Authorities (who are reimbursed in turn by central government) so that

the recent increase in fees does not represent a reduction in government subsidies

except to a minority of students who are for one reason or another not eligible

for student grants (mainly ci,erspas students and postgraduates with poor first

degrees).



The overwhelming pattern in Europe, therefore, is to meet the direct costs of

higher education either wholly or in large part by means of institutional grants

from public funds. We turn now to a more detailed account of tle method of

aiding institutions in each country.

I.1 France

Most of the finance for French higher educati n comes directly from central

goverment. Until 1974, the Ministry of Education was solely responsible for

higher education, although certain institutions received subsidies from other

Ministries, notably Defence and Agriculture. In 1974 an independent department

with full Ministerial power was created, the Secretariat of State for Universities,

which took over responsibility, not only for the 75 universities of France, but

also for University Institutes of Technology, some of the grandes 4coles, and all

of the national research councils, such as the Centre national de recherche

scientifique (French Embassy, London, 1976).

Each year a certain sum is allotted in the government budget for higher edu.a

tion, and the Secretariat of State for Universities, in association with such

bodies as the Conseil national de l'enseignement superieur et de la recherche, then

aportions a sum to each university. It is then left to each university council

to draw up a detailed budget for the coming year. These university councils

typically consist of elected representatives of the teaching and administrative

staff as well as the students of a university. The university budget is then

submitted to the Secretariat and, once it has been approved, no expenditure is

permitted which falls outside tha budget. Thus, university expenditure in France

is subject to more detailed central control than is the case in other countries

in Europe.

The French university budget covers all current expenditure except teachers'

salaries, which are pal, -tly by central government; all capital expenditure

in higher education is also paid directly by central government. Most other

institutions of higher education in France also receive grants through the
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Secretariat but certain other Ministries still prcvide subsidies of their own;

for exawle, the Ministry of Agriculture subsidises some of the grandes t,coles

(Lid private agricultural colleges. A few grander ecoles also receive financial

support from Chambers cf Commerce, religious organisations and business firms but

very little information is available on these private sources of finance.

Despite the existence of certain private institutions of higher education,

such as the Catholic University, come of the grardes coles and a few private

technical colleges, the bulk of all expenditure on French higher education is

financed by central government (see Table 1).

TABLE 1: Sources of Finance for Current and
Capital Expenditure on Higher Education, France, 1975

Million francs % _.]

State subsidies 4,977 96.2

Local authorities 147 2.8

Students' fees 50 1.0

I Total 5,174 100.0

Source: Orivel (1977)

Note: the figures exclude private contributions,
which are believed to be small.

1.2 Germany

The German constitution originally placed all responsibility for financing

and administering higher education in the hands of the eleven states, or Lander,

that together form the Federal Republic. In 1969, however, the constitution was

amended to make the financing of university buildingsa joint task of the Federal

government and the Lander, and in 1970 this ameadment was extended to include all

tertiary education institutions (see OECD, 19r). In addition, the Federal

government introduced a comprehensive new student aid scheme in 1971 (of which

more below). The past few years in Germany have, therefore, seen a radical

extension of central government involvement in higher education. Nevertheless,
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the bulk of all expenditure on German higher education still derives from the

state governments rather than the central government. In 1975, for example, the

'Ander contributed 90 per cent of all expenditure on higher education (including

student aid) with the Federal government contributing only 10 per cert. Municipcl

governments, which provide a large share of the publi-: funds for compulsory

schooling, do not contribute to the finance of higher education in Germany. Nor

do students make any direct financial contribution since all tuition fees have

now been abolished.

All higher education in Germany is provided in state institutions and tradi

tionally students did Fay low fees which went to supplement the salary of the

professor in charge of their teaching (the eighteenth century Scots method of

paying teachers). This system was abolished during the 1960's and professorial

salaries were increased concomitantly to compensate professors for their loss of

income. In 1970, examination fees, which were the last remaining fees charged

in German higher education, were also abolished.

There have been some suggestions in Germany that fees should be reintroduced

to supplement teachers' salaries (Roeloffs, 1976), but there are no indications0
that any of the Lanier are willing to reconsider their policy of providing free

tuition at all levels of education, including higher education.

ID 1.3 Netherlands

All public and private universities in Holland are governed by the University

Education Act of 196i and the University Administration Reform Act of 1970. Both

these Acts declare that public Lid private universities should be financed in the

same way. :t present, all universities are fully financed by the Dutch government,

although students pay a small tuition fee of.F1. 600 (about 080) a year. Higher

vocational schools are financed in the same way, the orly difference being that

fees in these schools are related to parental income up to a maximum of Fl. 600 a

year, the level of university fees, but they are administered in ways that are

quite different from those of universities.
1 0
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However, the Dutch government has, announced its intention of abolition,; the

divisics. that no.; exists between universities and other institutions of 'sic:. r

Education, so as ultimately to create a unified system of higher education. A

recent gevernmeit memorandun on the C,211t,;urs of Fa4use Educs1jon Sysi?:,1 :n th-

Nelh(1M,ds callod for a PIlt to university expansion and a redaction is univer-

sity costs, principally by r.c_n of the introduction of shorter university cets'ses

(Governrszit of the Netherl.sds, 1976). At present, Dutch university courses last

betwcen six to nine years, in Fart because of the tradition of working while

studying part-time, compared :2.th throe to four years at higher vocationl cchoolJ.

Universities have bean asked to suLmit proposals fpr new four-year degree courses

but this has lea to bitter opTosition with all universities attempting to take

advantage of a provision 'Ihich allows five-year courses "in exceptional circur-

stanccs" (Council of Europe, 1977). Attempts to reform higher eduoation in the

Netherlands are, therefore, running into considerable difficulties but neither

the refoims nor the resistance to it is significantly connected with the ay

institutions are financed. The only change in financing procedures proposed by

the government is a change in the student aid system, accompanied by the abolition

of tuition fees: we return to this issue below.

1.4 Sweden

AL1 higher education in Sweden is financed by the state and all institutions

of higher education are ()haled and administered by the state. The universities

of Stockholm and Gothenburg, which were established and financed privately in the

nineteenth century, grad,zally came to depend more and more on stipends from govern-

ment, and hence were nationalised in tne 1950's. Since then higher education has

been a monopoly of the state and no tuition fees have been charged at Swedish

universities or other higher education institutions (Swedish Institrte, 1975).

Recent educational reforms, designed to unify all forms of postsecondary

education in Sweden along the lines of the recommendations of the 068 Com:lisien,

will affect the way institutions aro admililstered but will not radically char::
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their methods of finance. Institutions will continue to receive pear

from government grants but there will be changes in the yav in which 'nc.se funds

are allocated. One of the objectives of the reforms is to decentr.lif,e deca:,-11-

making. A new National .13oard cf-Universities and Colic co ;,as d l97u to,

take charge of general planning and c(,-ordination of all branches o= postE-ecam.r;

education, including the submission of budget proposals for higher clIcatien

(National Board of Universities and Colleges, 1976).

The budget for 1977-78, for example, distinguishes bet:e2n

(1) research, (2) basic general courses of higher education, and (3) loo) and

special courses of education and training. Funds for research will 'e allocated

on the basis of facuioies and subject areas, corresponding to tiaditional acrid.:-.:c

disciplines, but they will no longer be given exclu ively to - all

instigations of higher education are expected to engage in research. Similarly,

funds for basic general courses will no longer be allocated in terms of univer:ity

faculties or subject areas but in terms of five vocational areas. Finally,

for local and special courses will be distributed between six regional boards,

reflecting the recent division of Sweden into six higher education

Membership of t. regional boards includes representatives of teachers, students,

and the "public interest", including local businesses, trade unions, and political

parties (Duckenfield, 1977).

It is too early to say how this new form of organisation sill affect the dis-

tribution of funds in pract:ce. What seems clear is tho,t thE, autonemy of univer-

sity departments or faculties in Sweden will be 'essened, ;:ith funds being distri-

buted on the basis of vocational criteria and local labour market conditions rather

than individual student demand for traditional academic disciplines.

The question of how much student demand should be allo;.ed to influence plaLr.an,7

decisions has caused bitter controversy in Sweden. The old system of higher e.iao-,-

tion in Sweden included "closed" faculties where the number of students aci7.7:.t

each year was strictly limited, such as medicine and engineering, anct "open"

faculties where there were no restrictions on the number of students :.dmitted.

12
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or.ginal Farliamentiry proposals, endorsinj the recommendations of the L.IL35

Commission, wou.id have extended the policy of restricted admission:- to all ar(-1?

of higher edt.L.-tion, so as 11 impose admission ceilings on such "open faculties"

as humanitiea social sciences and theology. After an acrid debate, a coniprchic

was reache'l under which the old distinction between 'closed" and "cp._lan tours Is

maintained. However, institutional revenue will AO .anger be autom:tically

linked with student numbers as it was in the past. Whether this will mean that

admissions to higher education will fact be restricted in the future dependo

on whether total funds will be a 'ed to grow and on how these total funds will

be allocated by the National Board and regional boards. The new orzrinisaticn-.1

structure of higher education may make it ea,_ier for the Swedish go-.7',,rnmont to

impose numerical ceilings by means of finano'rq controls rather than by decree

creating more "closed" faculties.

1.5 United lanrdom

The finance of higher education in the UK differs from the pattern in oti:r

European countries in two important respects: 0.) the division of eyi)enditure

between central and local government, and (2) the contribution of fees to total

university income. Whereas state subsidies are provided almost wholly by the

central government in France, and predominantly by the Linder in Germany, the

burden of financing higher education in the UK is shared between centrA1 and loc:A.

government. At the same time, fees account for a larger share of university

income than in any of the countries we have so far considered.

There are two sectors of higher education in the UK, as there are in several

other countries, but the two sectors are financed quite differ, .tly. British

universities are financed fr-)m central government revenue through the University

Grants Committee (UGC). The UGC is often described as a "buffer" between the

central government and the universities; it is responsible in the first inzt:Inco

to the Department of Education and Science, and its function is to pdvise tho

Department on university matters and to distribute to universities tic curront 'nd
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capital grants allocated by the government. In the past, the grants for curret

expenditure were announced five years ahead but this syl-cm of quinquennial grants

has been temporarily suspended duo to recent publ]c expenditure cuts. At :)resent,

British universities receive annual allocations for both current and capital LY.ren-

diture on the basis of their submissions to the UGC. Once the current grant is

awarded, univerdties are free to allocate it between departments or faculties as

they like; however, they aro expected to take account of the "::emorandum of

Guidance" issued by the UCC, which consists largely of targets for student n,:-.ers

and, in particular, the balance of numbers between "arts" and "science" stnienes.

British universities are jealous of their independence and ',rood of their

freedom to allocate funds without direct government interference. There is mic'n

disagreement, however about the extent of the freedom in practice. Some critics

argue that the UGC now acts like a traditional department of governm,ent rather

than a buffer (Pratt, 1975; Crowther Hunt, 1976), and others contend that the

present method of channelling government subsidies through the UGC leads to ineffi-

riency, with each university trying to maximise its grant rather than to minimes2

costs r 1 to maximise student output (Prest, 1966; Verry, 1977a). The quest:en

of hi w far British universities are really free from government contrc.1 has been

brought sharply to the fore by the government's recent decision to increase st,dent

fees. In 1973/4, fee income amounted to only 4 per cent of all British university

income (see Table 2), having fallen from over 30 per cent in 1939, to 15 per cent

in 1951, to the present figure of 4 per cent. A new structure of fees was pro-

posed in 1977 which increased fees for undergraduates from £182 to 17:153 a year,

and for postgraduates from £182 to £750 a year; overseas students, who pre,lcusly

paid more than home students (£416 instead of £182), will now pay the same fees as

home students, that is, £650 or £750, Br4 aniversit.,es were generally crzp:sed

to such large fee increases but since most home students have their fees paid in

full by Local Authorities, the students 'hcmselves accepted the ner fees with little

more than a protest at the unfair treatment of foreign students. Under the new

arrangements, fee income will account for about 20 per cent of all university income
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but most of this will still come from public funds rather than from stldints or

their parents.

TABLE 2: Sources of Un]versit3LI=I_EL1223/74

University Grants Committee P000 Per cent

Non-recurrent grant for building 51,536 8.7

Furniture and equipment grants 38,926 6.6

Recurrent grant 349,734 58.;

Rates grant 13,094

76.0

Other income mainly from public sources

Research grants (from research councils but
also private foundations, etc.) 52,626 8.8

Fee income (mainly paid by LEAs or research
councils) 23,437 3.9

Other income

Payments for :ervices rendered 13,532 2.3

Receipts from catering and residential services 39,807 6.7

Other general income (including trust funds) 15,914 2.7

598,606 100.0

Source: Department of Education and Science (1976a)

Other public institutions of higher education in the 3K, such as polytechnics

and colleges of higher education, are administered by Local Education Authorities

and receive grants directly from them. But the Local Authorities have three

sources of revenue: - property tax known as "rates", fees and charges for certain

services, and various grants from central government. The most important of the

central government grants is the "rate support grant", being a block grant cove-

. ring all local government expenditure. One of the purposes of the rate support

grant is to equalise the revenue available to different local a'.thorities, sc that

the actual mount if grant paid by the central government varies from one authority

41 to another. In 1976-77, the average proportion of local authority expenditure
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covered by the rate support grants was ever 60 per cent and education accounts for

41
more than a third of the current expenditure of local authorities, It is clear,

therefore, that a large proportion of the funds of the public, non-university

sector of higher education in the UK comes indirectly from central government,

even though the institutions in question are owned and administered by local autho-

rities. It is impossible to say exactly how large the proportion is since the

rate support grant is a general grant, covering all items of local authority expen-

diture, and the allocation of resources between different services will vary from

one authority to another. Moreover, since higher education is assumed to be a

service which brings national rather than local benefits, polytechnics and colleges

of education are financed by means of a common fund, known as the "pooJ", to which

all local authorities contribute.

When all these complications of British local government finance are taken

into account, it appears that well over half of all expenditure on higher educa-
0

tion comes from central government revenue, either directly or indirectly.

However, the fact that different types of institution receive government grants

from different sources means that they are subject to different types of financial

control. -ocal authority institutions must satisfy more detailed regulaticns

than universities. This has led to suggestions that the scope of the UGC should

be extended, so that it covers all forms of higher education, but this raises

complex questions about whether different methods of finance necessarilj lead to

differences in the degree of government control. At present, the whole question

of the management of higher education in Britain is being studied by a government

committee, the Oakes Committee, , which is likely to propose chan7es in the mechanisms

for financing non-university institutions in the future.

II. Subsidies to Stud2rts

All European governments subsidi ..ucients in higher education but there are

II significant differences between countries in the magnitude of the subsidy and alF;o

16
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in the type of aid provided.
1

France, Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands all

make some use of loans but only in combination with grants or scholarships. The

UK is unusual in providing only grants and successive British governments have

declared themselves firmly opposed to the idea of student loans. nest countries

apply some form of "means test", so that the amount of financial aid EYirded to a

11 student depends upon the level of parental income. The assumption is that parents

should contribute towards their children's livins- expenses if they can afford to

do so. In return, parents are eligible for tax relief, and in some cases to

family allowances, while their children are in fulltime education. The one

exception to this pattern is Sweden, where students are entitled to study assis

tance, regardless of the income of their parents or the income of their husband or

wife; the only means test which .1.5 applied relates to the student's own income.

On the other hand, Swedish parents of students in higher education are not eligible

for tax relief. The Swedish system is based on the legal premise that you'ig

people are financially independent from the age of 19, whereas in other countfies

the age of financial independence that is legally recognised is 25 or even 27, as

in Germany.

11 Apart from grants or loans to students, and income tax relief for the parents

of students, most governments provide additional subsidies for students in the

fc m of low cost accommodation, travel facilities, free medical care or health

11 insurance, and in some cases subsidised food and books. In Sweden, such indirect

subsidies run to about 12 per cent of total government expenditure on direct

student aid, and in Britain and Germany the proportion is 18 to 20 per cent.

11 France is unusual in providing a much higher proportion of total student aid in

this form.

Most of the countries have recently introduced, or are planning to i.nl-roduce,

fairly radical changes in their systems of student aid. In Germany, the present

system of grants and loans dates from 1971 and has recently been subject to

number of modifications; in the Netherlands, the government proposed a new syst::m

17
1. For a more detailed examination of student aid policies in Europe, as well Li

in Australia, Canada, Japan and the USA, sou Woodhall (1977).
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of student aid in 1974 and work is still going on to finalise the details of the

new system. Ire Sweden, the system of student aid was extended in 1974 and a new

form of aid for adult students was introduced, including financial assistance for

adults studying part-time. Nevertheless, the Swedish government felt that the

whole system of student aid should be re-examined in the light of changing enrol-

l/ ment trends, particularly the high proportion of adults and part-time students who

are now taking some form of higher education. Therefore, a Swedish government

committee was appointed in 1976 to review the entire system of financial aid for

pupils and students in secondary and higher education, and changes may well be

introduced in the current parliamentary session as a result cf this revie-.;.

Thus, the pattern of subsidies for students in Europe is changing and, indeed,

40 European governments appear more ready to introduce changes in student aid schemes

than to change the methods of financing institutions. For instance, Germary has

recently re-introduced student loans after experimenting for some years with a

system based entirely on grants, and Sweden has abolished the means test hich

used to be applied to the income of a student's husband or wife, a..d has also intro-

duced interest charges for student loans in place ul the former system under which

411 graduates repaid their loans at zero interest in terms of constant purchasing power

(which amounts to an interest charge equal to the rate of price change). Similarly,

the Dutch government plans shortly to co-ordinate all forms of student aid, inclu-

ding tax relief, interest subsidies on loans and grams, into a single system of

grants and loans, which will be available to all students in postsecondary educati.:,n.

The remainder of this section gives a more detailed picture of the system of

student aid in ech country and the criticisms that have been made of existing

systems. Table 7 at th end of this section provides a brief, oversimplified

summary of the main features cf st

11.1 France

France, as we have noted, is unusual among European countri

dent aid in the five countries.

s in providing a

high proportion of subsidies in the form of low-cost housing and meals for

18
studentr,
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ac well as family allowances and tax relief for their parents. The amount Lade

available directly to students as scholarships, grants and loans is very limit d,

and only about 15 per cent of students benefit from such schemes. Another

unusu%1 feature of the French system is the payment of salaries for "pre-employment

contracts" to certain students who intend to become teachers or public servants.

This for of aid is highly selective: it is offered as a reward for ability and

as an inducement to the most able students to enter particular occupations. In

other words, the objective of the scheme is to reuilit manpower which is thcaght

to be in scarce supply rather than to assist le:;-income students. Those -,:ho

receive such payments undertake to 1:ork in the public sector for a certain peri:d;

if they later break this -ndertaking, the money must be repaid. Pre-employment

contracts are declining in importance: in 1960 they accounted for 23 per cent of

all governmental aid to students, but in 1974 the proportion was on:.-y 12 per cant

(Orivel, 1977).

TABLE 3: Distribution of Aid to Students, France, 197.1
Lpercents)

Scholarships, loans and grants 46

Pre-employment contracts 12

Food and housing subsidies 35

Medical subsidies 7

Total 100

Source: Orivel (1975)

Table 3 shows that scholarships and grants accounted for less than half of

the total aid to French students. A small number of short-term lcans are also

available at 5 per cent interest. But these direct forms of aid amount to very

little more than the government's expenditure on subsidised housing, subsidised

catering, and free medical facilities for students under the social security s--stem.

Even more important are tri,? various types of aid to students' families. 'Then

these Nre added to the aid provided to students, it turns out that tax relief for
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students' parents plus family allowances for children in fulltine cducacion _xcecd

the financial acb,stance given directly to students Table 4).

TABL] Distrih,tlon of Tot'l Student Lid, 7rancc, 1974
(perc& ta 72)

Scholarsh3r:: loans and grants 23

Other subsidies to students 27

Tax relicf for parents 32

alloances 18

Total 100

Source. Orivel (1975)

Since such a proportion of aid goes in the form of tax relief to stzlents'

parents, it would appear that the pattern cf aid to students in France is 'cias2d in

-favour of high inco:a3 families. Although scholarships are meanstested and are

awarded oily, to stgd.t,r.t.; from low income families, preemplc-,ment contracts are

awarded on the basis of acadc:-.ic merit rather than fina'Icial need, and subsidi_sed

housing and food 17onefits only those students :110 chose to live in the cits

universita:res rather than Et home. Tax reli-f, on the other hard, is available

to all but its value necessarily increases as parental income increases.

result of this mixt.lre of selestive and umversal subsidies makes it difficult to

convincingly demonFlrate the true incidence cf the benefits from studont aid in

France, but on balance it must surely be the richer rath:,r than the poorer students

who benefit most. At any rate, one French study of the equity imp:ioations cf

French Aucational expenditure concludes that student aid has had little ter.d5ne7

to equalise access to higher education (LovyGarboua, 1975; see also Yingat,

1977, chapter 3).

In the past few years, the amount of aid in the form of scholarships and loans

has not kept pace with rising student nuibers arcs rising prices. Th-, res'..lt is

that state aid per student has beer decl inin in real terms. Orivel (19-,5) esti

mates that it fell from Frc. 2,019 in 1965 to Frs. 1,309 in 1975. This means

that the private costs of higher cducetin in France halve been rising. In 1975,
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total state aid for students in higher education amounted to about Frs. 2,500

million, and it was estimated that student expenditure was about Frs. 10,000

million, so that state subsidies covered only a quarter of students' actual money

outlays. In other words, the policy of free tuition by no reans implies that

higher education is free to the individual student or his fenily. In addition,

one French estimate for 1970 suggested that e-irnins forz,rone represent 70 per cent

of the total resources cost of higher education in France and direct French sub-

sidies to students cover only 12 per cent of these earninEs f:rgone 1975;

Levy-Garboua, 1977). In fact, Orivel estimates that if earnings for-2:':e are taken

into account, students and their families contribute about half the total resource

costs of higher education in France.

11.2 Gerrienv

Financial aid to students in Germany, like financial aid for university

building, was designated in 1969 as the joint task of both the Federal and state

governments. The Federal government passed a new Educational Support Bill (BAftg)

in 1971, which set up a new system of grants for students in higher education to

replace the old system of loans known as the HonTlef-7.1eiell (see Roeloffs, 1976).

For the first few years of its operation, the BAftg scheme relied solely on grants

but in 1974 a loan element was introduced. A student who is entitled to the

maximum support now receives about 20 per eent of aid in the corn of a long term

interest-free loan, with the remainder of aid being given jn the form of a grant.

All student aid is means-tested, howe,-er, and if a student receives less than the

maximum award, the loan may account for more than 20 per cent of the total (all

students repay the same amount, being about DM 80 a month). This scheme is

administered by the Lander but it is financed jointly by the Federal government

and the Lander, with 65 per cent of the expenditure coning from the center and the

rest from state governments.

To repeat: all German student aid is awarded on the basis of :re:11y income

and in 1974-75, 45 per cent of all students in 11-gher education received awards.

21
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A student is not regarded as financially independent until the age of 27 but when

the scheme was first introduced, students were permitted to take out low-interest

41 loans if their parents relayed to give *hem financial support. However, this

option was eliminated in 1976 and parents can now be tc.ken to court if they reflse

to support their children when the authorities judge that they can afford to do so;

41 In order to simplify the job of calculating a student's entitlement to a grant or

loan, the amourt of support due to a student is calculated on the basis of his

parents' income two years earlier; as a result, income tax assessments can be used

41 as a basis for the calculation. This has caused consAerab_e problems since steep

rates of inflation, coupled with fluctuating incomes and unemployment, in recent

years have meant that some families have lower current real incomes than they had

10 two years ago. It may also mean that a student who is half-way through his course

may suddenly find the level of his grant cut simply because his father had a pay

rise two years ago. In exceptional cases, a s.vdent's entitlement may be asso,sod

41 on pie basis of his parents' current income and the past few years have seen a

considerable increase in the number of such applications.

After graduation, he student begins to repay nis loan at the rat,, of DM 30 a

11 month, but those with low incomes may pay less and those who are unemployed, volun-

tarily or involuntarily, are excused repayment. Thus, there is no negative-d,.

problem for married women who do not work. Some graduates repay their interest-

, flee loans in about five years but theae with low incomes, or those who received

all their support in the form of a loan (for instance, if they changed courses or

are taking a second qualification), may take up to 20 years.

11)
When the loan element was introduced into tl-e system in 1974, the bitter pill

was sweetened by an increase in the level of support available. The original

BAft3g bill of 1971 stipulated that levels of supj 'rt would be adjusted every two

II years, so that another increase was due in 1976. However, this increase was post-

poned as part of the Federal govP.nment's rea.:ures to reduce public expenditure.

22
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11.3 Netherlands

The existing system of student ;lid in holland include:3 grants, lc;. interest

loans, subsidised Mousing and meqls, and tax relic' and fa71,1 allowr_cs for

students' paients (see Table 5). Siudents from low-income families r.:ceive aLd

in the form of grants and interest -free loans in tne proportions 3:2. All aid is

means tested and students with higher family incomes receive no aid at all except

for tax relief and family allowances given to their parents. This system has

been criticised as inequitable because tax relief is worth more to families with

higher incomes, while students from low income families are drlven to incur debts.

The Dutch government has therefore proposed a systam of student _lid, which will

abolish tax relief and family allowances, instead providing all students with a

basic grant to;:ards living expenses. There will also be means-test-,,d, supple-

mertary grants for students from low income families and, in addition, any student

may choose to take a government-guaranteed loan from a comm:,rcial ban at subsi-

dised interest rates (in 1976, the rate of interest on student loans b,a0:::ed by a

government guarantee was 8.75 per cent).

TABLE 5: Distri'cution of Tt.',1 st--dent Aid, the

Netherlands, 197:-75

Grants to students 27

Interest subsidy for student loans 12

Tax relief 8

Family allowances 53

Total 100

Source: Council of Europe (1976)

The Dutch government's proposal for a new system cf student aid is not

IP expected to involve any extra expenditure. In 1974-75, revenue from fees amounted

to less than 5 per cent of total expenditure on student aid. Under the new system,

all tlition fees will be abolished but the lost revenue will be deducted from the

IP total studenc aid budget, so that, in the words of a Ministry of Education
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information sheet, "1 collective tuition fee will be charged" (Council of Europe,

1976). Most of the amount allocated for student support will now be given in the

41 form of grants but a smaller proportion than before will be given as interest sub-

sidies for voluntary loans from commercial banks.

It is interesting that tie Dutch government actively considered introducing

41 a graduate tax to replace tuition fees on the grounds that this would ce more

equitable than the present system of state subsidies. This proposal had to b.

dropped for "practical reasons" but a report submitted by the Dutch Ministry of

41 Education to the Council of Europe states:

"The Netherlands Government regrets that it has not nrove possible
to recover through taxation a substantial amount of the ccst of their
education from graduates, more eepeeially as the Eevernmen' considers
that in any case it is desirable tc do something about the privileged
position of higher education st,dents by some such means. The govern-
ment's intention of abandoning the above method is based purely on
practical considerations. Government policy in this respect will be
pursued by some other means" (Council of Europa, 1976).

11.4 S;,eden

The Swedish government provides three forms of financial support for students:

41 (1) upper secondary school pupils receive st,zdiehAlp (usually translated as study

aid); (2) students in higher education receive studiemedel (study means); and (3)

adults who take leave from work to take part -n full or part-time education or

41 training receive studiepennin (study benefit). The fact that three different

terms are used for the three forms of assistance does not, however, mean that the

three types of subsidy are viewed in isolation. In fact, the Swedish government

41 attempts to co-ordinate t1- 2 three types of assistance, so that all students are

catered for; for example, part -time students in S,:edcn are entitled to financial

assistance, unlike some other European countries where aid is available only to

those studying full-time.
41

Two features distinguish the Swedish system of aid for students in highcr

education from the other countries we have described; much more use is made of

loans than in many other European countries, and state assistance is provided for
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all students regardless of parental means. Students are assumed to be finLneially

independent at 19 and from A.976 onwards even a husband or wife's income is dis-

regarded when assessing a student's eligibility for aid. In 1974-75, the propor-

tion of students who received stat-: aid was 70 per cent and this proporti,_ is

likely to be even higher in 1977/78 as more married students are now eligible.

All students receive a basic grant to which a long-term loan is added. When

the present scheme was first introduced in 1964, the grant amounted to a quarter

of aid per student and the remaining 75 per cent took the form of loans. Since

1964, the total amount of aid has risen each year in line the cost-of-living

index but the level of the grant has remained fixed. This means that the loan

element has increased; in 1968 it accounted for 78 per cent of aid per student,

and in 1975 for as much as 85 per cent of the total.

When the loan system was first established, all graduates repaid their loans

in terms of constant purchasing power. This was done by expressing their debt in

terms of the "base amount" of the social security system. All social security

payments, including pensions, unemployment benefit, and student aid itself are

expressed in terms of this base amount, which is linked automatically to the cost

of-livilig index. Thus, if prices rise, students receive more but at the same

time the debt of graduates is also increased. Because this method of repayment

takes account of inflation, no interest was charged for the loan. ThiL system

worked well during the sixties when inflation rates were modest, but during the

seventies, when the cost of living rose sharply, students were reluctant to under-

take the open-ended commitment which such a scheme implied. In consequence, the

system was changed to a conventional loans schemE. charging interest at 3.2 per

cent a year. Thus, while 85 per cent of student aid is given in the form of a

loan, there is still a considerable element of subsidy because of low interest

charges.

The loans are also very long-term. Graduaim-s must repay the debt by the time

they reach 50, which means that in practior., most graduates have up to 25 years in

which to repay. There is an important "insurance" clement built into the ss.em.
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Graduates who have low incomes, or who are ill or unemployed, are automatically

cv.cunei repayment if their income falls below a minimum level; in 197,1, about 1_,

ler cent of all graduates postponed repayment for such reasons.

The level of student aid is high in Sweden, compared with most other countries.

A Swedish survey of student income and expenditure (SArd, and others, 1968) showed

that morn than 60 per cent of the average student income in 1968 was derived from

go\ernment aid and the proportion is probably higher today. Critics of loans

schemes in other countrie3 claim that loans will deter both working-class ant female

students from entering higher education. This does not appear to have happened in

SJeden where the social class composition o' students in higher education compares

very favourably with other advanced countries in the world and where female labour

force participation rates are relatively high (Woodhall, 1970).

11.5 United Kim-..dom

41; Britaih is alone in Europe in providing all student awards in the form of

grants rather than loans; the proportion of students receiving grants (90-92 per

cent of full-time students) is also much high,i. than in most other countries. All

British undergraduates who qualify for a mandatory award, which includes almost all

students taking a full-time first degree course, receive a basic grant of £50, but

any additional award is dependent on parental income. In 1972-73, about 8 per

cent of all student award holders received the minimum grant because their parents'

net income was relatively high, and 21 per cent received the maximum grant because

their parerts' income was relatively ::ow; the remaining 71 per cent received

amounts varying according to the parental means test. In addition to these

"mandatory awards", there are certain other discretionary grants awarded by local

authorities, typically for lower-level courses. All student grants are adminis-

tered by Local Education Authorities but a very high proportion of the finance

comes ultimately from central government through grants to the local authorities.

In recent years, the means test has been much criticised in Britain on the

IP,

grounds that many parents cannot afford to pay the "assessed contribution" which

26
is assumed for purposes of calculating the level of a student's grant. The
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National Union of Stad.mts (NUS) in Brif-'n argues that it is quits unreasonable

to expect parents to contribute towards students' living expenses until they reach

41 the age of 25 wnen young people in fact reach their legal maprity in Britain at

the age of 18. A nuLber of surveys of students' income have she-,:n that many -

British par:Ats in fact contribute less then their "assessed contribution" (Depart-

", ment of Education and Science, 1976b; Rudd, 1975; and Rudd, 1977) and the a'ooli-

tion L_ the means test now has a very high priority on the list of 17JS denanis.

However, it .as estinr2ted in 1973 that it would cost about £40 million to abelish

the means test, .-.presenting about 27 per cent of r;overnnent expenditure on st,dent

grants. Parents do in fact recc ye income ta,, relief, which is asEd to com-

pensate then for contributing to::ards students' living expenses; in fact, th ,. total

cost to pt_lic funds of this type of cax relief is considerably sLaller than the

total "parental contribution" Fssumed it student grant calculations.

Since it is clear that some students do suffer because their parents are
living

unable or unwilliilg to contribute sufficiently to their/expenses, sera 3rit:sh

writers have suggested 4-'at loans be made available to sue clement grants.

Many others have advocated more widespread use of loans but there are as many

11 opponents as advocates of student loans in Britain (oce Woodhall, 1970; aynard,

1975). On the whole, the British debate about loans is characterised Cy' heat

rather than light. Assertions and counter-assertions are presented without much

It evidence. In particular, the experience of other European countries with leans

is steadfastly ignored in British discussions. Indeed, the fact that loans are

common throughout continental Europe is not generally appreciated in the UK. In

41 1973, the Expenditure Committee of the House of Commons recommended tr.at loans

should be introduced for postgraauate students, coupled with free tuition an:: a

basic grant for all students to cover part of their maintenance costs, which would

not be means tested. In other words, what was recommended was very cicse to the

Swedish model. Without explaining any of the details of the forois-n experience

with loans schemes, the Expenditure Committee concluded: "We are satisfied tnat

such schemes are practicable, that they help to contain public exr-nditure and
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that they could contribute to a re-orde 'ng of priorities in education expenditure

to promote equality of opportunity" (Expenditure Committee, 1973). However, in

1976 the British government announced that it had no intention of introducing

loans for students, and it denied that the savi:,g involved in a loans scheme for

postgraduates would be large enough to justify their inroduction (see Verry, 19770,

p. 92).

The fact that all British student aid is in the form of grants and tax relief

for students' parents, together with the fact that British student grants cover a

much higher proportion of earnings forgone than in most other countries, implies

that British students enjoy greater subsidies than in most other European countries.

Some calculations in 1969 suggested that state subsidies compensated undergraduates

for almost 70 per cent of gross earnings forgone, compared to only 30 per cent for
school

a secondary/pupil staying on for a year after the minimum school-leaving age (see

Table 6). These calculations are by now somewhat out of date because the real

TABLE 6: Estimates of Earnings Forgone and the Public Sector
Contribution to Studonts or th= Frmil2es UK, 1969

For a 15-year
old.

For an under-
graduate

Earnings forgone

Gross pay 315 815

Less vacation and
teaching earnings GO

Net earnings forgone 315 755

Public sector contribution

(a) By loss of revenue

National insurance
(Employee's contribution) 30 45

Income tax of student 5 125

Income tax of parent 60 70

(b) By award

Maintenance award, less element for
books and parental contribution 265

Total 95 505

Balance carried individual or his
family 220 250

As a % of Gross earnings forgone 7G 31

Source: Department of Educatlnand Science (107 ^, p. 28).
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v,lu, of aident rants has significantly declined since 1969 (Williams, 1974).

Nevertheless, it is still 1.rue to say that state subsidies to students repruoent

a much greater proportion of earnings forgone in the UK than in, say, Franco.

All this implies that the financial barriers to more schooling in Britain

are com2ntrated at the point of finishing secondary education rather than at the

point of entry to higher education.' This helps to explain why the proportion of

working class pupils that drop out of the educational system is not very different

in Britain from what it is elsewhere in the world
2
despite the fact that student

grants to cover maintenance costs at college or university are more generous in

Britain than perhaps anywhere else in the world.

III. Implications of Alternative Patterns of Subsidy

We have shown that the predominant method of subsidising higher education in

Europe is by means of grants to universities and colleges to cover virtually all

tuition costs combined with grants and loans to students to help them to finance

from a quarter to as much as two-thirds of their living costs (see Table 7). This

pattern of subsidies has been criticised on three grounds: (1) higher education

institutions are liable to government control whatever the ideology of state action

in a country if all or most of their income derives from government; (2) it is

inefficient to subsidise the whole of tuition cor,ts since this provides no incen-

tives to institutions to allocate their resources efficiently; and (3) it is

inequitable to force taxpayers to finance the bulk of higher education costs

because the average taxpayer has a lower income than the average graduate of ter-

tiary education. 3
These criticjsms raise two quite different questions. Firstly,

what should be the optimum level of subsidy for higher education and, secondly,

what is the best method of providing that subsidy?

1. This point is further developed by Paichaud (1975).

2. For some recent comparative data, see Verry (1977b, p-. 67-71).

3. See Verry (1°'7b, p. 56) for references to

9
the European literature on the

2grants-loans debate.
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TABLE 7: Summary of Student Aid Schemes in th Five Countries, 1974/75

France

Type of direct finan-
cial aid to students

Grants,

Loans, and
Pre-employ-
ment
Contracts

Percentage of students
receiving direct state
aid

15

Germnny Netherlands S.:eden U.K.

20% Fixed 60% Basic 150 Fixed All
Loan + 80% Grant + Grant + Grants
Supplemen-
tary Grant

400 Loan 85;40 Supple-

mentary
Loan

45 38 univer-
sities, 50

7n 92

higher voca-
tional edu-
cation

Maximum award per
student (at exchange
rates in December,1974

/2,099 $2,489 $2,988 03,086

Arc awards related to
parental income?

Yes Yes Yes No

Do students' parents

receive tax relief or
family allowances?

Yes Yes Yes (to be No

abolished)

01,500

Yes

Yes

Tax relief as % of
direct aid to students

180 X 16 25

Indirect aid (housing, 100 (of
food subsidies, health, expenditure
etcetera) as % of on grants)
direct aid to students

20 X 12 18

Are fees charged? Yes but low No Yes but low No

(to be

abolished)

Yes but
covered
by grants

Interest Rate on
Loans M

Maximum period of re-
payment of loans

5

Variable

None None, pro-
posed 8.75

3.2

Variable 10 years
up to 20
years

Variable up
to age 50

Does repayment of loans No

vary with student's
future income?

Yes for No

low and
zero

incomes

Yes, repay-
ment post-
poned if
income less
than certain
level

Percentage of average _T5 (irclu-

student income derived ding indirect
from state aid subsidies)

40 65 over 60

Source: Woodhull (19(7)

Notes: -- means not applicable

X means not available
30

54 (70
during
teem time)
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Why should governments subsidise higher education at all? The econcuic case

for subsidising higher education is typically posed in terms of a comparison bet-

41 ween the excess of marginal social over marginal privato b.eefits, on the one hand,

and the excess of marginal social over marginal private costs, on the otl'er. Com-

paring the private rate of return to higher education with the social rate of

return, the invariable tendency of the. latter to fall below the former is taken

to be a sign that subsidies are excessive Inless off:t by ;1) positive mars.;]nal

externalities; (2) positive nonpecuniary benefits ex.cceding the p=ychic 'inutility

of studying; and (3) capital-market imperfections inhibiting individuals from

borroui 7 against the future returns of higher education. Unfortunatoly, little

progre has been made ir quantifyirg (1) and (2) - the force of (3) is dissira:ed

40 whereve' there is some use of loans and hence eve;; economist is Likely to reach

a diffel t judgement a at the optimum level of subsidy of higher education in

the light _ hic casual assessment of the magnitude of (1) and (2). 1 In short,

40 economic analysis at best affords a presumption on grounds of efficiency that the

level of subsidy to higher education is almost ever;, :.here too high but it cannot

convincingly demonstrate its claim against all possible objections.

Moreover, governments subsidise higher education, not just for efficiency

reasons but also for reasons of equit:,, not to mention various other social end

political objectives, and the order of priority among these multiple objectives

4111 is liable to constant change. The point is well expressed in the Dutch govern-

ment memorandum on the Contours of a Future F:ducati Svstem in the 7let1-1,-riris,

emphasising the shifts that have taken place in the alms of educational logisla- LU

COtion in the Netherlands since the end of World "Jar II: "At f= rat the over-riding

consideration was the protection of the most defenceless members of society against >,

0O
Cr)

1. The recent popularity of the "screening hypothesis" has ce:.eplicated thet
assessment: if firms screon potent al employees in terms of edacationel
credentials, each indi7ithial is matival.ed to ol);.riin additional ,,,,,dactJc11

to provide a "signal" of his superior qualities; as mor,,, rnd more ind_-
viduals of a given ability attain a certain lev-1 of educe,t_on, those
with superior abilities aro induced to attain otil2 higher lc-els of edu-
cation; the inevitable result of screening, therefore, is overinvost:'.nt
in education and its remedy is a reduction in sJbsidics to higher eduea-
tion. The validity of the sc :eoiing hysothesis, however, remains contro-
versial.

CO
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exploitation; later the emphasis fell on the need for skilled and professional

manpower, while in the last years especially, the right of the individual to

41
develop his full potential and the need to prepare him for a place in society

in the broadest sense have gained the upper hand" (Government of the Netherlands,

1976). It is vain to pretend, therefore, that we can appeal to any general

41
principles that would specify an optimum level of subsidy to higher education,

much less to general principles that would show that the present level of subsidy

in Europe is somehow excessive.

41
But suppose it were agreed that the optimum level of subsidy to higher educa-

tion is some pos..tive number, one might still ask whether the existing subsidies

to higher education are excessive in the light of alternative optimum subsidies

41 to health, housing, public transport, etcetera. In short, let us compare the

social rate of return to higher education with the social rate of return to health

care, to municipal housing, to highway construction, and so forth, because invest-

, went in nigher education must ultimately compete for public iunas with every other

type of investment.

Of course, this route to an answer is beset by even more difficulties than

41 tnose that confront the quantification of the externalities end net psychic bene-

fits of higher education. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that recent fears of

rising pul-lic expenditure in the face of inflationary pressures have caused

41 opinion in some countries to swing against the further expansion of higher educa-

tion almost as if a crude comparison of alternative rates of return to various

components of public expenditure had revealed the fact of overin7estment in higher

CI education. In Germany, Sweden, and the Netherlands, as we have seen, there have

beer. moves in recent years to seek ways to restrict admissions to higher education

(see also Gordon, 1976). Curiously enough, such moves ale rarely accompanied by

41 reductions in the level of subsidy that might discourage demand for higher educa-

tion. To the extent that subsidies have been reduced, they have been reduced by

stealth: student grants have not kept pace with inflation in either Britain,

41 France, or Germany. But no European government has advocated a fall in the real
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value of student aid as a matter of policy. Governments appear to be unalterably

committed to maintaining the present level of subsidy to students despite the fact

that it could be lowered almost everywhere without significantly dtminisi,ing

private incentives to acquire higher education. It is clear that governments

prefer to control the size of tertiary education by administrative fiaL rather

than by the private purse.

The obvious explanation of this phenomenon is that equity considerations have

usually taken precedence over efficiency considerations in determining the appro-

priate level of subsidy to higher education. Most European governments argue that

it is necessary to provide free education at all levels and also to subsidise

students' living expenses in post-secondary schooling so as to guarantee "equality

of educational opportunity'. But there is ample evidence that the provision of

free tuition, combined with grants and low-interest loans for tertiary students,

has not in fact achieved equality, at least as measured by trends in the social

It nnmrneifinn of cl-nrion+c in ninlipr nriuretinn throupilout Europe (see OECD.

1975). Besides, since those that bear the costs of the subsidies are not identical

with those that enjoy their benefits, there is always the question of whether the

existing pattern of subsidies to higher education actually succeeds in equalising

incomes.

All of whichis to say that the debate abort the equity of alternative methods

of financing higher education has confused two quite separate questions: (1) how

can we equalise opportunities for students from high and iow income families?: and

(2) how should the costs of education be shared between high and low income tax-

* payers? For example, the case for aiding students by means of grants rather than

loans is based on the notion that poorer students are discouraged by loans scheme

from undertaking higher education, being risk averters who lack confidence that

higher education will in fact result in higher incomes. But if repayment of loans

is made income-contingent, or if instead the loan is financed by a graduate tax, it

is not at all obvious that loans would in fact discourage students from low rather

than high income families. Income - contingent loans are, after all, a form of
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insurance against the risk of low income and it is precisely lo;: income families

who are peculiarly affected iy capital-mirket imperfections for which a government

loans scheme supposed to provide a solution. Thus, it is at least plauqible

to argue on a priori grounds that a greater reliance on loans rather than grants

would actually improve the social class composition of students in colleges and

IP universities (see Vcrry, 1977b, pp. 84-5).

Be that as it may, if the objective of the subsidy system is to create

"equality of educational opportunity", its success ought to be judged solely in

terms of the social class composition of students independently of the taxes paid

to finance the subsidies. If, on the other hand, the objective is the more ambi-

tious one of eualising the distribution of personal income, then of course both

ID the incidence of benefits received and the incidence of taxes paid must be included

in a total assessment of subsidies. But in that case what is relevant is, not the

current distribution of beneficiaries and the current distribution of taxpayers,

but the entire distribution of lifetime incomes of both beneficiaries and taxpayers.

After all, the benefits of higher education are not enjoyed by the same generation

that pays ta.:es. Subsidies to higher education involve an intergenerational trans-

* fer of income and such a transfer cannot be evaluated simply by comparing the dis-

tribotion of students by current family income 1:ith the distribution of taxpayers

Ly current income classes.
1

Unfortunately, we are never likely to be furnished with suitable longtitu-

dinal data on personal earnings by education and taxes paid out by levels of family

income. We are forced, therefore, to infer the lifetime distributional effects

of the subsidy system from current data. To get a handle on the oroblem, let us

divide all families into two classes, "rich" and "poor", depending on whether

family income is greater or less than average housenold income in the community.

We may assume that more "rich" students attend higher education than "poor" students

and that "rich" families have higher lifet:me income streams tian "poor" families

1. Sce Mikliur, (1975) summing up the inconclusive American debate on the dis-

tributional effects of public higher education. 3 A
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throughout their lives. On the other hand, "rich" famili,,s also

have higher lifetime tax streams than "poor" families, again at each and every

41 age, and thus taxes to finance subsidies for higher education woulu seem to

satisfy the principle of ability-to-pay. Moreover, while lifetime chances of

enjoying the benefits of higher education rise with the level of family inc=a,

so do taxes, thanks to the system of progressive i-come taxation, and again it

would appear that the beneficiaries of the subsidy system pay their own ;:ay.

Having said this much, it is evident that the net distributional eff.?c-Ls of

the subsidy syscem in the real ;:orld depend upon two considerations: (1) is the

incidence of the entire tax system sufficiently progressive to offset

"progressive" incidence o: access to subsidies, that is, the tendency of thr)

41 average subsidy per family to rise with the level of family income?; and (2) is

the tendency of score students from what are now "poor" taxpaying families to

become the "rich" income earners of tomorrow greater than the opposite tend-:ncy

of some of the children of the "rich" to sink in the social structure as time

passes? A positive answer to both questions implies that subsidies to highor

education necessarily equalise the distribution of lifetime incomes. And even

4

if the answer to only one of those two questions were positive, it would still

be true that the subsidy system might well tend to equalise the distribution of

lifetime incomes.

41 On the evidence available, at least for the United States, the second c,lestion

must be answered negatively, and that immediately implies that we cannot arrive at

a knock-down conclusion about the final distributional effects of subsidies to

41 higher education. But the nub of the difficulty of arriving at any conclusion,

whether firm or not, resides in the first question. Most tax systems in the

world are not progressive throughout the entire range of incomesbccause the pro-

gressive effects of direct taxes are neutralised by the regressive effects of

indirect taxes. Roughly spealdng, and wildly generalising, the evidence sug;csts

that tax systems are typically propc:tional throughout the medium range of incomes,

40 being somewhat regressive in the lower tail and highly progressive in the upper
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tail of the income distribution. Thus, if it were true that higher education is

confined exclusively to the children of the very rich, it might well follo that

the subsidy system does in fact imply an equalising transfer of net income. But

of course it is not true: the bulk of students in higher education in most coun-

tries come from families in the second and third quartile of the income cLstribu-

41 tion, paying taxes roughly in proportion to income. However, throughout this

long range of medium incomes there is a persistent tendency for participPtion in

higher education to increase with levels of family income. On balance, therefore,

41 it is extremely likely that the subsidy system tends to increase the dcgree of

inequaliv of lifetime incomes. Variot-s attempts have been riade to measwre the

distributional impact of public educational expenditure in Europe and, decpite

41 the problems inherent in such measurements, they polnt to the conclusion that

higher education subsidies favour families in the upper half of the income dis-

.tribution (see Eicher and Mingat on Frarce in OECD, 1975).

41 We can strengthen this general conclusion by returning to the original dis-

tinction between the distribution of benefits from subsidies and the distribution

of taxes to finance these benefits. It is easier to change access to hicner

41 education than to alter the distribution cf income and it is torturous reasoning

to approve a fiscal policy that cannot satisfy an easy criterion - to produce a

class composition,of students in higher education equal to the class composition

41 of families in the population - because it may possibly satisfy a difficult C2i-

terion - to equalise the distribution of income through time. Thus, the burden

of proof in the grants-loans debate continues to rest on those who advocate grants.

41 Apart from the question of aiding students by grants rather than loans, there

is also the question of how to provide the aid that is furnished to institutions.

There are those who argue that it would be efficient to give a much greater share

41 of the total subsidy to students rather than to institutions, so as to force insti-

a

tutions to compete with each other for students and, therefore, for funds. Bat

it is not obvious that such a change taken by itself would produce that effect.

For example, British universities have recently increased the level of fees but
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the majority of British students have their fees paid in full from public funds,

which means that the government will still be the principal source of university

income. Thus, the policy of paying grants to students to cover fees will work

in Britain in the same way as a policy cf making grants to institutions based on

student numbers. The main effect of the change will be to make the size of the

subsidy more obvious and this, of course, is no small difference: open rather

than hidden subsidies promote the accountabi_dty of institutions. Nevertheless,

to give bite to the policy of aiding students rather than institutions, fees would

have to be related to the widely varying costs of tuition in different subjects,

and this is an idea that apparently strikes most European Ministries of Education

as too radical to be entertained.

Conclusion

In drawing conclusions about recent trends in subsidies to higher education

in Europe, it is convenient to set out two extreme models, one in which the level

of subsidy is maximised to cover 100 per cent of the private costs of higher edu-

cation both direct and indirect, and another in which the level is minimised but

not necessarily set equal to zero (because, say, the externalities of higher

education are thought to be positive, or because some subsidy is regarded as

necessary to provide equality of access). The first model might be represented

as a more extreme example of the British case in that almost all of UK higher

education students are subsidised for the whole of their fees and for as much as

70 per cent of gross earrings forgone. The second model cannot be represented,

even in exaggerated terms, by any individual country. It is a model in which all

higher education institutions would charge fees that covered the total cost of

educating a student in a particular subject and in which students would be pro-

vided with Guaranteed loans from either private banks or public funds at commer-

cial rates of interest. No student and no institution of higher education would

be subsidised directly and all subsidies to higher education would therefore

disappear except insofar as defaults on loans would have to be financed.
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In between the two extrc:,e models, have a hierarchy of lev-Ac and types

of subsidies ranging r-,o: Jum to the ninimun end of continuum. As

we have the t.2ndcncy thlr.,:cut is to abolish txtion fees aiid this

immediately implies a defin,t,: 1 -.el of s-)isidy, depending on the costs of tuLtlon

in different countries and distributin of students between hich-cost science

subjects and low-cost liben.1 r.rt-, subjects. But given this definite level of

subsidy to _.stitutic, the of student aid that is added on +op of it may

approach Either end of the co.: L=ml. Student aid ray consist solely of grants

that in effect constitute a livirj :age and stdc,ntl' parents may be provided

with generous tax relief, thus ;=irisil.g sobsidies to students. Alternatively,

the system of student aid may 2..).1sist entirol: of loans at commercial rates of

interest, thus minimising s..;131Lics to students.

It is evident that most ce-,ntries on the continent of Europe fall somewhere

in between the two extremes cm the issue of stadent aid. There is a general

tendency to lean more heavily on loans and there is also a universal tendency to

subsidise loans by chnrging is t:.rest rates below comIercial levels. But there

is no consistent pattern in tne fraction of st,dents aided directly by grants or

loans and indirectly by food and Lousing subsidies and there is also no consis-

tent pattern in the level of tax relief afforded to stas'encs' families (see

Table 7). What appears to bo missing in all the recent changes that are taking

place in student aid schemes t'Iroo-_;hout Europe is some set of general principles

that could distinguish between more and less desirable changes.

We bring our argument to a close by setting out one such :,et of principles.
el.

We argue, first, that all higher education institutions should charge tuition V
fees that represent a significant proportion of the total costs of education - the ai

argument hero is one of institutional auto:o:,y and int(:rral efficiency. Next, we

argue that the ideal type of student aid i:.volves a mixture of grants and loans -

the argument here is one of cf.,:ic,.emey in stodying, equity in treatment, and

practical politics. Lastly, ;:e. argue that both fees, the size of grants and

loans, and the repayi,ent of should Le r-lated to income: to present paret%1
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income in the case of fees, grants and loans, and to future graduate income when

it comes to the re'ayment of loans. Several countries have establish,_d elements

10 of this general policy of means-tested, income -- related student aid schemes (see

Table 7) but none have adopted it wholeheartedly.

But if all higher ecucation institutions in Europe charged some tuition fees

and then related these fees to the family income of students, and if at the same

time, governments supplemented means-tested basic grants by income-contingent

loans, or better still a graduate tax, both subsidies and the burden of financing

them would be shared more equitably than at present. Another virtue of such a

comprehensive income-geared policy is that it could be made far more flexible than

the present system of subsidies. The details of the policy could be adapted to

achieve different objectives of social policy. If governments wished to encourage

particular courses of study for manpower reasons, a differential level of fees

could provide suitable "ncentives. Similarly, if the aim was to reduce the length

of study in particular areas, then fees couA increase steeply after, say, three

or four years. If it was felt that certain groups might be discouraged from

accepting loans, for instance women, then the repayment terms might be varied

for them.

Such a scheme wr;d.d not solve problems overnight. It is easy to claim too

much for a new method of financing. It would certainly pose new administrative

problems and it appears to conflict with the general tendency in industrialised

countries of lowering the voting age. Indeed, we have now reached the paradoxical

position in Europe of giving the vote to 18 or 19 year olds, and recognising their

10
age of majority for purposes of entering into legal contracts, while continuing

to regard them as children dependent on parental support for purposes of providing

financial aids to schooling. When we consider how frequently university students

IP
earn while studying, particularly on the continent of Europe, and how frequently

parents refuse to support them once they are in receipt of a study grant, the

conviction grows that it is high time that student aid schemes are brought into

line with electoral practice. But if all countries were to follow the Swedish
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example of totally disrecirding parental income ;hen subsidising elth.-1 student:,

or institutions, the attractive notion of gearing both fees and graniJ to pl./en-

tal incomes would have to go by the board, and the entire :,eight of the equity

argument would have to fall on income-contingent loans.

There is an escape from this dilemma, however. Soci:-.1 inequalities of

access to higher education has its roots in preschool family background factors,

which are then exacerbated by implicit and explicit achieve:-.ent testi. ; throuc;h-

out primary and secondary education. Since all European countries conrel schocl

attendance until the age -f 16 or 17, direct aid to students, or even indirect

student aid in the form of remission cf fees or tax relief cannot affect enrol-

ments until the stage of upper secondary education is reached. Thus, thel,, is a

strong case for gi ts, to equalise access to higher education, not after admis-

sion to higher education, but at the as 16-18 or 17-19, the stage at :.hick

dropouts from the school system are concentrated. And yet, in all European

countries except France, grants for secondary school pupils are less gc,ncrous

than subsidies for tertiary education.
1

If loans in higher education were

coupled with granta in upper secondary education, the last remaining argument

against loans schemes would fall to the ground.

The ideal package, therefore, from the standpoint of both efficiency and

equity is (1) a grants system in the last few years of secondary education;

(2) a system of fees in higher education equal to say, 30 to 50 per cent of

institutional incomes; and (3) an income-contingent loans scheme cr graduate

tax for undergraduates and postgraduates; coupled with a mini :um fixed grant.

We would argue that this package has overwhelming economic, social and educa-

tional merits. It might also be popular with the electorate of Errovc if ade-

quate preparations were made for its introduction. The first task would be a

1. In Germany, financial aid for upper secondary school pupils Lmounto to ler:
than a third of government ependiture on :,t-,,d.?nt aid; in the I;etherland.:,
the proportion is 18 per cent; and in Britain, at is only 5 per cont.
France is unique in Europe in providing mcr-: financial aid for sccondary
school pupils than for students in higher cuucation.
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publicity campaign to inform the electorate of the family origins of the benefi-

ciaries of existing subsidies to higher education. The next task would be to

mobilise opinion in favour of an increase in the system of grants to secondary

school puils. Because of pressures on public expenditure, such an expansion of

the grants system at the lower end of the schooling distribution might imply a

curtailment of :rants at the Lipper end. However, as grants in higher education

are cut back, existing loans schem:s r-y be expanded, and stud,nt opposition

could be neutralised by an agreement to freeze grants at their current money

value, while allo'ing loans to expand preserve the real value of maintenance

in the face of inflation. Alternatively, grants and loans in higher education

might be preseiTed at existing level3 with the extra funds for grants to secon-

dary school p.pils being generated by the introduction of a grP.dl.ate ta-., supple-

menting the standard income tax. A graduate tax differs from a loans scheme in

that participation in the system is compulsory; hence, a graduate tax raises

more revenue, everything else being the same, than a loans scheme. A graduate

tax might be difficult to introduce in a federated country. like Germany or the USA

but, even in such countries, there is scope for a graduate tax on the local level.

We venture to predict that, as higher education in Europe continues to expand

in the 1980's, the tendency to move in the general direction that we have outlined

yin come increasingly to dominate debates on educational finance.
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